
Driving Equitable 
Learning Environments
We are living through a time of intense change, 
but also one that affords a unique opportunity for 
progress, innovation, and a new and better normal.

When it comes to our nation’s K-12, the pandemic 
has highlighted areas for improvement related to 
student engagement and learning, and the topic of 
equity in the classroom environment is taking 
center stage.

Defining equity in 
the classroom
Equity can be defined as the point where every 
student has access to an equal opportunity with the 
resources, environment, and support they need to 
be successful. Further, every child has what he/she 
needs when they need it.

At SitelogIQ, we believe in designing 21st Century learning 
environments that work for all kids and communities. 

We partner with educators across the U.S. to identify and 
develop immediate and long-term facility solutions that 
directly impact student health and safety.

Whether it be temperature, lighting, indoor air quality, 
noise, pathogen mitigation, or a flexible classroom design 
itself, we believe equity in learning requires solutions that 
ensure every child has an equal opportunity to learn and 
thrive. Quality classroom environments drive equitable 
outcomes through:

• Student & Community Success

• Improved Achievement

• Increased Attendance

The definition in action: Equality is when all 
classrooms have windows. Equity is when all 
classrooms include windows that can be 
opened for fresh air and allow natural light.
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As a partner of K-12 districts across the U.S., SitelogIQ is focused on driving equitable outcomes for kids 

in schools through improved indoor air quality, energy efficiency, and master facility planning solutions. 

Research studies have proven that the quality of the learning environment has a direct impact on 

student and community success, improved performance, and attendance. 

Comprised of retired superintendents and administrators, our team of education experts view challenges 

schools face through your lens to facilitate dialogue and drive change. SitelogIQ works to help 

educators reach near and long-term district facility goals while focusing on the physical, functional, 

and educational needs of students and establish a new and better normal.

To learn more visit SitelogIQ.com or follow us on social media:

When it comes to making strategic 
decisions about how you bring equity 
into the learning environment, the 
hardest work is always the heart work. 
I know there is hope when we all 
pursue this purpose together. 

Dr. Stephen Peters, The Peters Group 
Retired Superintendent, Educational  
Speaker, Author, President of the Board  
of the International Literacy Association, and 
SitelogIQ Partner
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https://www.linkedin.com/company/sitelogiq
https://twitter.com/SitelogIQ
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